I use a novel database to construct structure of supply chains for 990 firms operating in five sectors of the US economy and present a methodology to measure the vertical position of each firm in the supply chain. I find that firms further up from the producers of final goods have on average larger net receivables and profits relative to their cost of production. In addition, the difference in incentive levels between a pair of firms is positively related to their relative position in the supply chain. These results are consistent with the recursive moral hazard theory of trade credit by Kim and Shin (2011) . The results also suggest that to understand financial contracting between firms we need to extend the bilateral analysis to an analysis of the entire production chains.
Introduction
Trade credit is a loan provided by a supplier to its customer. This paper empirically investigates why firms use and provide trade credit. This question is important because trade credit constitutes a large part of an average firm's balance sheet and is comparable to the size of borrowing from banks.
1 I test a theory by Kim and Shin (2011) that relates the trade credit puzzle to another seemingly unrelated question of optimal incentives mechanism in complex production chains. The transformation of natural resources into final products is not done by a single firm but by a number of firms that constitute a production chain. However, each of the firms is operating in its self-interest and a mechanism is required to align the incentives of each firm to the success of the final good. Kim and Shin (2011) propose that profits are used as a mechanism to provide incentives to the firms and that trade credit improves the feasibility of the long supply chains. The authors argue that firms may not pay for inputs immediately such that suppliers hold trade credit as a "stake" in the success of the final good. If the final good fails then all the chain is liquidated and the trade credit is not repaid.
I derive structural equations from the optimal contract solution proposed by the theoretical model. The first empirical implication relates the vertical position of a firm in the supply chain and its levels of incentives measured by profits and net receivables 2 .
The second empirical implication relates the difference in the measures of incentives and the relative position of firms in the supply chain. To estimate the structural equations I use a novel database to identify supplier-customer relationships among a large sample of firms operating in five sectors of the US economy. From these relationships I construct the structure of supply chains that produce automobiles, household durables, leisure equipment, textiles, apparel and luxury goods. Then I introduce a methodology to construct measures of vertical and relative position for firms in not perfectly vertical supply chains 3 .
1 For example Rajan and Zingales (1995) document that accounts receivable constitute 17.8% of total assets and accounts payable constitute 15% of total assets on average for non-financial firms in the United States. These ratios are more than double the ratio of short-term debt to total assets (7.4%) for the same sample.
2 Net receivables equal to a difference between the amount of trade credit that a firm provides to its customers and the amount of trade credit that it receives from its suppliers. 3 In the perfectly vertical supply chain described in the theoretical model firms have only one supplier and one customer.
I find that firms at higher vertical position on average have more profits and net receivables divided by cost of goods sold, which are referred as normalized incentives. I also document a positive relationship between the relative position of any pair of firms in the supply chain and the difference in logs of their normalized incentives. I estimate the probability of liquidation of an average supply chain to be 4% per transaction period. According to the model the liquidation happens with a positive probability even when all firms in the supply chain exert high effort because a final good can become obsolete. To provide intuition for the estimate, I translate the probability of liquidation into annual expected rate of return on assets for an average firm. The point estimate of the expected return ranges from 16%, when I use inventory turnover to back out the length of the transaction period, to 27% when I use trade credit turnover. The estimates are within one standard deviation from a plausable expected rate of return on assets.
The estimation results are consistent with the derived empirical implications from the theoretical model. The role of incentives in the theoretical model is to address a concern that firms in the supply chain can exert low effort levels in the production of intermediary inputs. For example, low effort can result in production of low quality goods. The model requires that the effort level is not observable by the next firm in the chain and that the effort level of all firms in the chain affects the success of the final good. The magnitude of the moral hazard problem varies with the vertical position of the firm in the supply chain. Firms that are further up in the supply chain are less sensitive to the success of the final product because their cost of shirking is going to be realized at the further period while the benefit is realized instantaneously. Therefore the optimal level of incentives is different for firms positioned differently in the chain. The reason that trade credit and profits serve as incentives is because firms risk their profits and trade credit balances when they economize on costs of production and thereby increase the probability of liquidation of the supply chain. The private benefit of shirking is bounded by the total production costs. Therefore cost of goods sold is used to normalize the incentive levels.
The advantage of the empirical analysis of trade credit applied in this paper is that it focuses on institutional structure of production chains and position of firms in this structure. This approach is justified by empirical predictions derived from the theoretical model and depends crucially on an ability to construct the production chains.
All previous empirical tests of trade credit disregarded the position of the firm in the production process. These tests are based on the bilateral approach to explain trade credit proposed by past theories. Past theories of trade credit suggest that suppliers have an advantage over financial institutions when providing capital because of customer relationship. The relationship can generate an informational advantage about the prospects of the customer (Biais and Gollier (1997) ), allow for better enforcement of repayment (Cuñat (2007) ), provide an advantage in liquidating collateral (Frank and Maksimovic (1998) , Santos and Longhofer (2003) ), or generate customer-specific inputs that are harder to divert relative to the cash lent by banks (Burkart and Ellingsen (2004) ).
However, these theories use a bilateral approach to describe an economy with only two types of firms: input supply firms with access to capital and financially constrained final good producers. This description does not explicitly address the following facts observed in the data: (i) most firms buy inputs from their suppliers and sell intermediary inputs to their customers (ii) firms simultaneously borrow from suppliers and lend to their customers, (iii) firms with better access to capital still use trade credit and firms that are more likely to be financially constrained still provide trade credit. Moreover, most of the theories would not be able to explain why firms use trade credit along with bank credit and public debt 4 .
The moral hazard explanation for the use of trade credit in the supply chain is consistent with these empirical facts. In the theoretical model most of the firms produce intermediary inputs. I construct a vertical position measure for 990 firms. Only 187 firms belong to the consumer discretionary sector which I define as producers of final goods. Other firms are connected to these firms via many supply chains. The moral hazard explanation of trade credit allows to reconcile why firms borrow and lend simultaneously, why usage and provision of trade credit is not explained purely by access to capital and why there is a positive relationship between the amount that the firm borrows from its suppliers and the amount that it lends to its customers. However, the prediction about a positive relationship is not unique to the moral hazard explanation 4 Burkart and Ellingsen (2004) present a model that reconciles a simultaneous use of bank and trade credit. However, this model is based on the assumption that inputs are harder to divert than cash. The diversion is likely to be important for small firms but is less likely to be very important for large public firms with public debt. In addition, most of the firms in the economy are not producers of final goods as assumed by their model. 4 of trade credit. Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim (2004) and Fabbri and Klapper (2008) suggest that the positive relationship is related to the maturity matching between assets and liabilities conducted by firms for risk-management purposes. The results of cross-sectional analysis conducted in this paper do not provide strong support for this alternative explanation of the positive relationship. Moreover, the derived empirical predictions from the theoretical model that relate the vertical position of a firm and trade credit provide a powerful test because other explanations of trade credit don't have these predictions.
The intuition for the positive relationship between accounts receivable and accounts payable according to the Kim and Shin (2011) 's model is that firms that have higher accounts payable need to have higher accounts receivable in order to hold a positive "stake" in the supply chain. I document a strong positive and economically significant relationship between receivables and payables in the data. One standard deviation increase in payables to revenues ratio increases receivables to revenues ratio by 5.5% for an average firm. When I include revolving credit to total assets ratio as an explanatiory variable in the same regression its coefficient is only marginally statistically significant and economically insignificant. Both payables and revolving credit are short-term liabilitities and therefore the maturity matching hypothesis should suggest that they are equally likely to be used as a match for receivables which are short-term assets. However, the relationship is strong only for payables which is a support for the moral hazard explanation of this relationship. I can't fully reject the maturity matching hypothesis in this cross-sectional study because I don't observe the cost of trade credit and the cost of credit lines.
The empirical support for the moral hazard explanation of trade credit found in this paper suggests also a new look at the other empirical facts related to trade credit. The use of trade credit as an incentives device may explain why firms do not use early payment discounts as reported by Ng, Smith, and Smith (1999) , why suppliers of differentiated products and of services have larger accounts receivable than suppliers of standardized goods as documented by Burkart, Ellingsen, and Giannetti (2006) 5 , or why the strong positive relationship between accounts receivable and accounts payable 5 They argue that the reason that suppliers of standardized goods provide less trade credit to their customers is because customers can divert these goods more easily. However, it is also more likely that suppliers need less incentives when they produce standardized goods because the quality of these goods is more observable.
documented in this paper holds also in the large sample of Chinese firms as reported by Fabbri and Klapper (2008) 6 .
In general, my results suggest that to understand financial contracting between the firms we need to extend the bilateral analysis to an analysis of the entire production chains. More broadly, the structure of the production chains constructed in this paper can also be important to address issues such as propagation of liquidity shocks and contagion in the supply chains discussed by Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) and Boissay (2006) . The paper depicts the complex structure of supplier-customer links that create a natural "space" for the analysis of the boundaries of the firm (Coase (1937) ) and the institutional structure of production (Coase (1992) ).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section I introduce the sample and the novel data source to identify supplier-customer relationships. Section 3 describes the patterns of trade credit for the firms in the sample. In Section 4, I construct the supply chains and the measures of the vertical position. I derive the structural equations in Section 5. The estimation results appear in Section 6. Section 7 concludes.
Data
In this paper I use data available through the Capital IQ platform 7 . One important feature of this data source is that it collects information on suppliers and customers from financial reports and public client announcements. This large scale firm-level database on supplier-customer relationships allows me to construct the supply chains between a large sample of firms and to assign a vertical position for each firm in the supply chain.
The sample selection is based on each firm's primary sector and primary industry 8 . I define firms that belong to the consumer discretionary sector as 'producers of final goods'. These firms belong to the following industries: automobiles and components, household durables, leisure equipment and products, textiles, apparel and luxury goods. Firms that belong to these industries are likely to produce complex, durable goods and to be involved in larger supply chains. The moral hazard considerations described by Kim and Shin (2011) might be more pronounced in this sample and thus increase the power of the tests. I exclude firms that provide general goods or services such as transportation, media, legal and business services. These firms have customers throughout the supply chain(s) and therefore their position in the supply chain is hard to define. I exclude industrial conglomerates because not only is it difficult to measure their absolute position in the economy correctly, but including them in the sample may also assign an erroneous positions to other firms that are connected to them via supplier-customer relationships.
Next section documents some stylized facts about trade credit practices that motivate the further tests presented in this paper.
9 Capital IQ provides financial data for public firms that are either large, have public debt, or were previously public.
10 At the time of the data inquiry (July 2008 The descriptive statistics of usage and provision of trade credit by the firms in the sample suggest that firms with good access to capital borrow substantial amounts from their suppliers, firms with relatively poor access to capital lend to their customers and there is a strong positive relationship between the amount that a firm borrows from its suppliers and the amount it lends to its customers. These patterns of trade credit practices suggest that the difference in access to capital between the supplier and the customer can not be the only explanation of the high levels of trade credit. If a company is financially constrained we expect it to borrow from its suppliers because of their advantages as a lenders of last resort, but then it should not lend to its customers. If a company has publicly traded stocks and bonds and relatively large amounts of undrawn revolving credit then we should not expect that suppliers have any advantage in providing finance to this firm and therefore this type of firms should not borrow from their suppliers.
The summary statistics presented in Table 1 show that on average accounts receivable constitute 16.5% of total revenues and 15.5% of total assets 13 . The level of accounts receivables is comparable to the level of total bank debt (15.7% of total assets). Accounts payable for the firms in the sample constitute 10.9% of total assets which is comparable to the levels of short-term debt (10.7% of total assets). Therefore, the levels of trade credit are significant comparing to other sources of finance. The average firm has a large exposure to its customers and an average 60 days of credit. This is a suggestive evidence that trade credit is not just a loan for a period required to deliver a good from a seller to a buyer.
The following statistics suggest that not only trade credit usage and provision levels are significant, but also that firms with comparably good access to finance use trade 13 I use the most recent version of financial statements available as of July 2008. Currency conversion is done according to historical exchange rates. When computing financial ratios, I disregard observations with non-positive total revenues or total assets, observations with receivables or payables to total revenues or to total assets that are below 0 or greater than or equal to 1. For the profitability measures, I define observations with profit margins (EBITDA, EBIT, Net Income to Total Revenues) that are greater than or equal to 1 or less than or equal to -1 as missing. I also define observations with Short-Term Debt to Total Assets ratios greater than 1 or less than 0 as missing and I use the same principal for the Revolving Credit to Total Assets ratio. I winsorize financial ratios at the 1% and 99% levels. Accounts Receivable Balances are net after allowances for bad debt. 8 credit and firms that might be financially constrained provide trade credit. The median firm in the sample has book value of total assets of 191 ($mm) and 563 employees. As reported in Table 2 , firms with above the median book value of total assets still use trade credit (mean ratio of accounts payable to total assets is 9%), and firms with below median book value of total assets provide trade credit (accounts receivable to total assets ratio is 16.3%). Firms with less than 500 employees 14 provide trade credit (accounts receivable to total assets ratio is 14.4%) and firms with above 500 employees use trade credit (mean ratio of accounts payable to total assets is 7.6%). Therefore, if size is a measure of access to capital, firms that are less likely to be financially constrained still use trade credit and firms that are more likely to be financially constrained still provide trade credit.
Second, the sample includes both public and private firms 15 as well as firms with and without public debt. Public firms or firms with public debt still borrow from their suppliers (payables to total assets ratio is 7.8% and 8.8% respectively). Firms with above median ratio of undrawn revolving credit to total assets, borrow on average 7.7% of their total assets from their suppliers. Sufi (2008) suggests that lack of access to lines of credit can be a measure of financial constrains that firms face, therefore firms that have large ratio of undrawn revolving credit might be considered as less financially constrained.
Finally, if trade credit was used only by financially constrained firms and provided only by firms with good access to finance then we would not observe positive correlation of 25%
16 between accounts receivable and accounts payable (normalized by total revenues) for the firms in the sample. When we normalize receivables and payables by total assets the correlation between provision and usage of trade credit is 44%. The strong positive correlation suggests that firms in the sample simultaneously borrow from their suppliers and lend to their customers.
The positive correlation between accounts receivable and accounts payable is a piece 14 Less than 500 employees is one of the criterions for a firm to be defines as Small-Medium Enterprise (SME) and to participate in the National Survey of Small Business Finance (NSSBF) used in empirical studies of trade credit such as Petersen and Rajan (1997) and Burkart, Ellingsen, and Giannetti (2006) . 15 The private firms in the sample that have financial information include large firms, firms that were previously traded and firms that have privately traded debt. 16 Statistically significant at 1% level.
of evidence in favor of the moral hazard explanation of trade credit proposed by Kim and Shin (2011) . In their model firms that have more accounts payable need to have more accounts receivable in order to have incentives to overcome the moral hazard problem. In order to get more power in tests of the moral hazard explanation of trade credit, I derive two types of structural equation from the optimal contract solution (Section 5). The first type relates the normalized level of incentives to the absolute vertical position of each firm in the supply chain. The second type relates the difference in the levels of incentives and the relative position of each pair of firms in the supply chain. The next section describes the methodology to construct the supply chains and to build the measures of absolute and relative position.
Construction of the Supply Chains
In order to measure the position of a firm in the production process, I need to identify all supplier-customer pairs among the 2,735 firms in the sample. To create these relationships, I match firms based on the list of suppliers of each firm. When I find a match, I define a pair of firms, where the first firm is the customer and the second firm is the supplier.
The matching procedure creates 4,168 pairs of firms {customer, supplier} among the 2,735 firms in the sample. The number of firms that have at least one supplier or customer is 1,418. I refer to this set of firms as the connected set.
In the initial sample there are 1,317 firms that have neither a single supplier nor customer among the other 2,734 firms. This can occur if their list of suppliers is empty or if it includes firms that have not met the selection criteria. The analysis presented in the paper focuses only on the connected set of firms.
In the connected set of 1,418 firms, the average (median) number of suppliers and customers is 2.94 (1) 17 , The maximum number of suppliers is 95 and the maximum number of customers is 75. There are 482 firms that have no suppliers and 364 firms that have no customers among the firms in the connected set.
17 The average number of suppliers and customers is the same when I calculate the unconditional average. The average number of suppliers is 4.45 among firms that have at least one supplier and the average number of customers is 3.95 among firms that have at least one customer.
Next I present the methodology to create the measures of absolute and relative position and apply it to the firms in the sample.
Measures of Position in Supply Chain
In a perfectly vertical supply chain, the absolute position of each firm equals to the number of links that separate it from the producer of the final good and the relative position between any two firms equals to the difference in their absolute positions. The industrial structure observed in the data includes firms with more than one supplier or customer. Therefore I need to define absolute and relative positions measures for the more complex production chains.
In order to define the absolute position of a firm I need to define a set of firms that produce a final good. All firms in this set are assigned position 0. All firms that supply goods to either of the firms in the set of firms with a position of 0 are assigned position of 1. All firms that supply goods to any of the firms at position 1 are assigned a position of 2 and so forth. I refer to this definition of absolute position as the minimum measure of absolute position. If all firms in the sample have no more than one supplier or customer then the minimum measure of absolute position equal the position assigned to each firm according to Kim and Shin (2011) model. Figure 1 illustrates an example of supplier-customer relationships between a subsample of 26 firms. The vertical position of each firm in the figure is calculated according to the minimum measure of absolute position. Firms that belong to the industry of producers of consumer electronics (3, 8, 17, 20, and 26) are at the bottom of the figure and are assigned position 0. The highest vertical position in this example is 3. Firms at position 3 (firms with numbers 22, 21, and 24) supply inputs to at least one firm at position 2 but don not supply inputs to any of the firms with a position smaller than 2 directly.
One limitation of the minimum measure is that it focuses only on the producer of final goods that is related to the firm via the smallest number of supplier-customer relationships. This measure disregards the position of each firm relative to other producers of final goods. I calculate an additional measure that takes into account the position of each firm relative to other producers of final goods as well. To define this measure, first I calculate the shortest supply chain that connects each firm with each producer of final goods. Then I calculate the length of these supply chains by counting the number of supplier-customer links they include. The result of this analysis is a list of distances for each firm relative to all of the producers of final goods it is connected to. Finally, I obtain the median distance over all the distances and define it to be the median measure of position for the firm.
In the supply chains where firms have more than one supplier or customer, the relative position between a pair of firms is defined as the number of supplier-customer relationships across the shortest possible supply chain that connects them. In Figure  1 , there are 91 pairs of firms that are connected. For example, among the set of firms number (5, 6, 16, 17, 20) the relative position of 5 with 6, 6 with 20, 6 with 17, and 16 with 17 is 1, while the relative position of 5 with 20 and 5 with 17 is 2.
Next I apply the definition of the absolute position measure to the firms in the connected set. Among 1,418 firms in this set, 190 firms belong to the consumer discretionary sector and are defined as producers of final goods. However, 425 firms in the connected set do not belong to the supply chains that include any of the 190 firms. Therefore, I need to exclude these 425 firms from the sample because it is not possible to calculate the absolute position for these firms. In addition, among the 190 firms that belong to consumer discretionary sector there are 3 firms that do not have suppliers among the firms in the connected set. Therefore, I calculate the measures of absolute position for the final set of 990 firms. The graphical representation of the minimum measure appears in Figure 2 and of the median measure in Figure 3 . In these graphs the vertical position of each firm is calculated according to the minimum and median measures.
For the 990 firms in the final set, the minimum measure of position ranges from 0 to 7, the average of the measure is 2.1, the median of the measure is 2, and standard deviation of the measure is 1.5. The median measure of position ranges from 0 to 11, the average of the measure is 4.7, the median of the measure is 5, and standard deviation of the measure is 2.6. The correlation between the minimum measure and the median measure is 77%.
In the further empirical analysis I use the relative measure of position for 190,493 pairs of firms.
18 The relative position measure for these pairs of firms ranges from 1 to 19, the average of the measure is 5.5, the median of the measure is 5, and standard deviation of the measure is 2.6. The histogram of the relative position measure appears in Figure 4 .
In the next section I provide an intuition for the Kim and Shin (2011) model and derive structural equations from their optimal contract solution.
Derivation of the Structural Equations
Kim and Shin (2011) model a perfectly vertical supply chain, where each firm (i) in the chain supplies inputs to the next firm in the chain (i − 1), and the firm at the bottom (i = 0) of the chain produces the final good. Each firm in the chain can exert high or low effort in the production of its output. For example, we can interpret low effort as hiring a suboptimal number of employees by some firm in the supply chain relative to the first best number of employees. The suboptimal hiring decision can result in production of low quality intermediary input that affects the quality of the final product. The optimal contract needs to align the incentives of individual firms with the objectives of the entire supply chain because firm's effort is not observed by the next firm in the chain.
In their model, firms have two channels with which to align incentives and ensure that high effort is exerted by all firms in the chain. The first channel is via the firm's profitability. If firms are more profitable they will have less incentives to shirk and threaten their stream of profits. The second channel is via a firm's trade credit contracts. The authors argue that firms may not pay their suppliers immediately such that they hold a stake in the success of the final good. If the final good fails then all the chain is liquidated, the inventory has no value outside the supply chain and the trade credit is not repaid.
The assumption of the model is that each firm in the perfectly vertical supply chain requires one unit of time to produce its output. The cost of low effort is lower for firms that are further from the producer of the final good because it takes longer for their 18 These pairs include 748 firms out of 990 firms because only for these firms the proxy for the incentives could be constructed.
13 effort level to affect the probability that the final product becomes obsolete. On the other hand, the benefits of low effort are unrelated to the position of the firm in the supply chain. The combination of lower costs and similar benefits from low effort levels imply that firms at higher vertical position need to have more incentives.
I start the derivation of the empirical specifications from the solution to the optimal contract provided in equation (13) of Kim and Shin (2011) :
In Eq.(1), a i p i (a i+1 p i+1 ) is referred to an outstanding balance of accounts receivable (payable) of firm i, p i denotes revenues of firm i, p i+1 is the cost of inputs paid by firm i to its supplier firm i + 1, and w i is the cost of production of firm i (cost of goods sold excluding the cost of inputs). The interpretation of Eq. (1) is that net accounts receivable (a i p i −a i+1 p i+1 ) and profits (p i −p i+1 −w i ) need to be large enough to ensure that firm i prefers to exert the first best effort rather than to shirk and get a one period benefit of bw i . The definition of b i is given by equation (5) in their paper:
In Eq.(2), b > 0 is the per-period private benefit (as a percent of a firm's net costs) that a firm enjoys if it exerts low effort. The private benefits parameter b is assumed to be common to all firms. If all firms in the supply chain exert high effort, then the probability that the chain is liquidated is π H , if any of the firms exerts low effort then the probability is π L > π H .
In the model, the output produced by firm i is sold as part of the final product in i periods because each firm requires one period to produce its output and there are i firms down the chain (firms at positions: i − 1, ..., 0). Under this assumption the incentive compatibility constrain of firm i should include a term that accounts for the fact that the costs of shirking (increase in probability of liquidation of the chain) occur i periods after the benefits of shirking (bw i ). This difference is embedded in the (1 − π H ) i term in Eq.(2) which is similar to the compounded discount rate with i the number of periods of compounding.
However, firms might realize the benefits of shirking not exactly at the end of the production cycle. Some firms can save costs prior to producing the output, others might be able to realize the benefit of shirking only after the output is produced. These deviations from the assumption of the model justify an introduction of an error term ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). The error term captures deviations in the realization of bw i relative to the end of the period. Under that specification, the cost of shirking is realized i + periods after the realization of the benefit of shirking. I assume a non-zero spatial correlation between adjacent firms in a supply chain because timing of realization of the benefit can be related to the type of transaction or technology employed by the two firms involved in a supplier-customer relationship.
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To derive testable empirical specifications from the optimal contract solution, I rearrange Eq. (1), and leave only the b i term on the right hand side while substituting it in Eq.(2):
Equation (3) relates the normalized incentives of each firm to its absolute position in the supply chain. The normalized level of incentives are composed of profits and net receivables (accounts receivable -accounts payable) divided by net cost of production.
To make the equation linear in i, I take logs of both sides of Eq.(3:
Next I derive a structural equation that relates the relative levels of incentives and the relative position between any pair of firms. There is a number of benefits of the pair-wise specification. First, it increases the power of the tests as it uses much more information available in the structure of supplier-customer relationships. Second, the pair-wise approach overcomes the difficulties to measure the absolute position of a firm when each firm is involved in several supply chains. Third, it allows to estimate the model for any subset of firms that are connected with supplier-customer relationships and does not require to define producers of final goods.
To derive the implication for the relative position, consider two firms: firm i and firm i + j such that j > 0, that belong to the perfectly vertical supply chain described in the model. The parameter j defines the relative position between the two firms.
Equation (4) is an equilibrium condition that should hold for firm i and for firm i + j. I create a difference equation where I subtract the Eq.(4) for firm i from that for firm
where
The interpretation of Eq. (5) is that in the perfectly vertical supply chain the difference in the levels of normalized incentives should on average only depend on the relative position of the firms in the chain (j) and the probability that the final product will become obsolete (π H ).
For each of the derived specifications I construct the empirical counterpart that I estimate. In Eq.(6) I define the empirical specification based on the Eq.(4):
Similarly, based on the Eq.(5) I define the following empirical specification for all pairs of firms that belong to the same supply chain:
where D = log(
The table below provides the mapping between the theoretical parameters and the empirical proxies used in Eq. (6) 
The slope in Eq. (6) and Eq.(7)
The error term in Eq. (7) ζ I use the minimum and median measures of position as proxies for the P osition and the relative position measure as a proxy for the RelativeP osition.
The N etCost parameter refers to the cost of production excluding the cost of inputs. It is hard to measure what fraction of cost of goods sold (COGS) arises from the firm's activity as opposed to the inputs bought from suppliers, because this information is not available from financial reports. I use cost of goods sold (COGS) as a proxy for N etCost. Moreover, in many cases, the customer firm is unable to observe the quality of inputs used by its supplier. Therefore, when firms can choose between several suppliers, they can save costs of production by purchasing less expensive inputs with lower quality. As a result, the use of cost of goods sold (COGS) which includes the cost of inputs can be a more reasonable proxy for N etCosts. For robustness check, I use number of employees as a proxy for N etCost assuming that using a suboptimal number of employees can be one of the ways for firms to shirk 20 .
By estimating Eq.(6), we can use the estimate of beta to derive estimates of π H in the following way: π H = 1 − exp(− β). Using the delta method we can also derive the standard error of the estimate of π H which is equal to exp(− β) * se( β). The other two parameters b and π L are included in the intercept α and can not be identified separately.
The spatial correlation structure of the errors in Eq(6) and in Eq (7) is important 20 Ideally I would use cost of labor but it is unavailable in Capital IQ.
for the inference. For the specification in Eq.(6), I assume that error terms of two firms are non-independent whenever these firms are adjacent in the supply chain (one firm supplies to the other firm). An alternative assumption that I use in the robustness checks is that all firms that belong to the same industry have non-independent error terms 21 . For the specification in Eq. (7) where the unit of observation is a pair of firms, I assume that error terms of two pairs are non-independent whenever the two pairs of firms share a common firm.
I the next section, I estimate Eq.(6) and Eq. (7) and test whether the implied estimate of π H is positive, and whether the intercept in specification Eq. (7) is indistinguishable from zero. In addition, I try to assess how reasonable the implied probability of obsolescence that I estimate. Table 3 presents the results from the estimation of Eq.(6). In specifications (1) and (2), the dependent variable is the log of the sum of EBITDA and net receivables divided by the cost of goods sold or the number of employees respectively. The slope in these specifications, β = −log(1 − π H ), is expected to be positive.
Estimation Results
We can learn from the results of the estimation that both the minimum and median measures of position have coefficients that are positive and statistically different from zero. 22 The results of the estimation suggest that among firms with positive incentive levels 23 , there is a positive relationship between the measures of position and the measure of normalized incentives. The result is consistent with the derived predictions.
The estimation results for the pair-wise specification Eq(7) are reported in Table 4 . The first specification uses all pairs of firms that belong to the same production chain. 21 There are 22 industries defined at the six digits GIC code level. 22 In unreported results I used average distance and maximum distance as alternative proxies for the vertical position of each firm in a production chain. For both proxies the slope in all six specifications is positive and statistically different from zero.
23 Eq.(6) can not be estimated for observations with negative incentive levels because the theoretical model is developed under the assumption of stationarity. Specifically, the model assumes that given that the supply chain is not liquidated, each period is identical. This condition limits the sample to firms with positive values for the sum of EBITDA and net receivables.
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The second specification excludes dublications when one firm is a direct or indirect supplier to another firm in one observation and the opposite is true in another observation. It happens because there are loops in production chains composed of supplier-customer relationships. I assume that the true production chain is the one where the distance between the two firms is the shortest. In the third specification I further exclude all pairs that have loops, potentially eliminating relationships along the true production chains. The results in all three specifications show that the coefficient on the relative position measure is positive and statistically significant. The results of the estimation suggest that there is a positive relationship between the relative measure of the normalized incentives and the relative position measure 24 . In addition, the constant in this regression is positive but statistically indistinguishable from 0. The pair-wise regression has more power to reject the model relative to the firm-level regression because there are thousands of observations and because of the additional empirical prediction about the intercept. In addition, while the firm-level regression imposes the same intercept for all firms, effectively assuming the same moral hazard problem for all production chains, the pair-wise regression does not require this assumption, it allows us to test whether the moral hazard problem is the same for firms that belong to the same production chain as it is suggested by the recursive moral hazard model. The statistical significance of the slope in the pair-wise regression is higher in the second specification, suggesting that accounting for the "loops" improves the fit of the model. The results in the third specification suggest that by eliminating both observations that constitute a loop and not only the one with the highest distance as in the second specification we eliminate true production chains and decrease the fit of the model. Overall, the estimation results provide a strong evidence in favor of the model.
The model suggests that both profits and net receivables play a role of incentives. It is important to understand whether trade credit in particular plays any role as an incentive device. I estimate specifications (3) and (4) in Table 3 which include only trade credit as incentives device. The coefficients on the absolute position (both the minimum measure and the median measure) for both specifications are positive and statistically significant at the 1% level. I also exclude net receivables from equation (6) and estimate it using only measures of EBITDA. The results of this estimation are reported in specifications (5) and (6) of Table 3 . The coefficients on the absolute position (both the minimum measure and the median measure) for both specifications are positive and statistically significant at the 1% level. The results suggest that not only is the total amount of incentives is positively related to the vertical position but also, that each one of the incentives is seperately related (positively) to the absolute position as well. This result supports the hypothesis that trade credit is used as an incentives device in the supply chains.
Quantitative Assessment of the Model
The structural approach allows not only to test the model qualitatively but also to assess whether the implied estimates are reasonable. First, I will argue that quantitative estimates of the pair-wise regression are more appropriate relative to the firm-level regression. Second, I will calculate the implied probability of obsolescence. Then I will present a way to translate this probability into a discount rate. Finally, I will proxy for the length of the average transaction period and will translate the implied discount rate into an annual expected rate of return on assets.
The firm-level regression captures two types of variation in the incentive levels. There is a "within" the supply chain variation that suggests that firms at higher vertical positions need to have more incentives and there is a "between" the supply chains variation that suggests that more incentives are required to make longer supply chains feasible 25 . The implied probability of obsolescence from the firm-level regression can be overstated because of the second type of variation in the incentive levels. For example, a firm with an absolute position of 2 can have smaller incentives than firm at position 5 either because it belongs to the same supply chain or because it belongs to the different supply chain of length 2 which is shorter and therefore requires less incentives to keep it feasible. Therefore, positive estimated β in the firm-level regression is an evidence in favor of the model 26 but it can not be used for the quantitative assessment of the model. The pair-wise regression focuses on the "within" variation in the incentive levels because it uses pairs of firms that belong to the same supply chain. I use the estimates from the pair-wise regression to make the quantitative assessment of the model.
25 For a given profitability of the final good the first best effort can be implemented only for a limited length of the supply chain. The usage of trade credit relaxes the IC constrain and allows to implement the optimal effort for a longer supply chain. 26 Both "within" and "between" variations in incentives are a direct implication of the model that are not predicted by other models.
Based on the estimate of β, the implied estimate of π H in the pair-wise regression is 5.45% (π H = 1 − exp(−β)). 27 In order to get some intuition for the value of π H , we need to understand its role in the theoretical model. The present value calculation in the model multiplies the cash flow received at time t by (1 − π H ) t which is the probability that the final good is not liquidated after t periods. Therefore, this parameter ensures that even when all firms in the supply chain exert high effort, their cash flow is still uncertain. We can also define a discount rate r such that the cash flow received on date t is multiplied by ( 1 1+r ) t when computing its present value. There is a positive relationship between the level of π H and the level of r. In the model, the probability of obsolescence increases from π H to π L when one of the firms in the supply chain shirks.
Therefore, the interpretation of low effort by any of the firms in the supply chain is equivalent to increasing the expected return on assets. We can use a simple formula to define the discount rate consistent with the probability of obsolescence described in the model: r = π H 1−π H . Using the delta method, we can derive the standard error for the discount rate estimate as se( r) = exp(β) * se( β).
The implied estimate of the expected rate of return on assets from the pair-wise regression is 5.76% (std. error 1.84%). However, we need to know what the relevant time period is for the discount rate. The model assumes that it takes one unit of time for each firm to deliver its output to the next firm in the chain. It also takes the same unit of time for the firm to repay its current payable balance. The probability of obsolescence in the model is defined over the same period of time and consequently the discount rate refers to this period as well.
There are two potential ways to back out the average transaction period in the sample. First, we can use the information about inventory levels. In the sample, the average number of days it takes for the firm to sell its inventory is around 100 days (inventory/cost of goods sold * 365). Second, we can use information on the average turnover rate of trade credit. Based on the average ratio of receivables to total revenues (16.5%) for firms in the sample, the average number of days receivables is approximately 60 days (recievables / total revenues * 365)
28 .
Using the estimates of the transaction period (60-100 days), the 5.76% interest rate for the transaction period implies an annual discount rate of 23-41%
29 . This estimate is within two-standard deviations from a reasonable number for the average expected return on assets for a large sample of firms. In addition, the model uses a number of assumptions that could potentially affect the estimated parameter. For example, it assumes no liquidation value for the inventory, no growth rate or capital expenditures. Also the use of EBITDA as a proxy for profits and COGS as a proxy for production costs could affect the estimate. It is also not possible to evaluate the estimate too rigorously because the transaction period range (60-100 days) is not estimated from the model. Given all this considerations, I believe that the estimation results in a plausable quantitative estimate of the parameter in the model.
Robustness Checks
The results may depend on the specific time period used in the study. First, it is possible that firms in the consumer discretionary sector were more sensitive to the negative business conditions that occurred in the second half of 2007 relative to firms in other sectors. It could result that firms with low measures of the absolute position have less profits for that period and less accounts receivable because of the slow down in sales relative to the firms with high measures of position. It is also possible that firms in consumer discretionary sector have less accounts receivable because they sell to retail consumers. I exclude firms with absolute measure of 0 in the robustness test regression presented in Table 7 specifications (1) and (2). The positive relationship between the measures of total normalized incentives and the measures of absolute position holds in the subsample of firms that excludes firms in the consumer discretionary sector.
To ensure that the results are not driven by the proxy for profitability used, I also use EBIT and Net Income (NI) as two alternative proxies for profits in the estimation of Eq(6). The estimates of β regressions are positive and statistically significant as predicted by the model (Table 7 specifications (3)- (6)).
Alternatives
In this paper I focus on the test of the Kim and Shin (2011) because their model provides empirical predictions about the position of the firm in the supply chain and its use of trade credit. These predictions are unique to their model and therefore allow a powerful test that can reconcile the patterns of trade credit that can't be explained by other models. Even though there are no models that I am aware of that make explicit predictions about the vertical position, there are models that provide an alternative explanation to the positive relationship between accounts receivable and accounts payable. In this section I try to test this alternative explanation.
The alternative explanation for the positive relationship is provided by Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim (2004) and Fabbri and Klapper (2008) . According to their argument, firms might try to match maturities of assets and liabilities for risk management purposes. Therefore the positive relationships between receivables and payables is explained by the fact that they have similar maturities. I address this alternative in a cross-sectional analysis.
The empirical results of the cross-sectional analysis is presented in Table 6 . In specification (1) the left hand side variable is accounts receivable divided by total revenues and the right hand side variables include the log of total assets and age, profitability, measures of inventory levels, leverage, undrawn revolving credit divided by total assets, indicator variables for incorporation in US, whether the firm is independent or a subsidiary, whether it is publicly traded, industry dummies 30 and an intercept. Only the public status indicator variable, which is assigned a value of 1 when the company is traded, has a positive and statistically significant coefficient in this specification. This result suggests that firms that are publicly traded have a better access to capital and extend more trade credit to their customers.
Specification (2) includes accounts payable divided by total revenues as an additional explanatory variable. The coefficient on this variable is positive, statistically and economically significant. One standard deviation change in the normalized accounts payable increases the level of normalized receivables by 5.5% (0.409*0.135).
To test the maturity matching hypothesis I use the fact that revolving credit lines have similar maturity to accounts payables and therefore should play a similar role in the determination of accounts receivable. I include revolving credit divided by total assets as an explanatory variable in specification (3) of Table 6 . The coefficient on revolving credit divided by total assets in this regression is positive and statistically sig-30 The industry dummies are defined at the six digits GICS level (22 industries). nificant at the 10% significant level. However, the coefficient is one order of magnitute smaller than the coefficient for payables in specification (2). One standard deviation change in revolving credit divided by total assets ratio increases receivables divided by total revenues by 0.56% (0.048*0.116). Specification (4) includes both payables and revolving credit line as explanatory variables. In this specification, the coefficient on payables is statistically and economically significant while the coefficient on revolving credit is marginally significant and economically insignificant.
The positive relationship between accounts receivable and accounts payable can be consistent with the maturity matching explanation if payables are preferred over revolving credit lines as a source of short-term finance. However, this hypothesis does not explain why would revolving credit be a more expensive source of finance relative to the trade credit and why would firms use the trade credit and revolving credit simultaneously. The implied interest rate on the trade credit contracts can be very high. For example, a contract that provides 2% early payament if the firm pays after 10 days instead of 30 days, has an implied annual interest rate of more than 40%. Ng, Smith, and Smith (1999) using a survey data of vendors document the large proportion of firms that forego early payment discount: 38.6% occasionaly, 22.8% half of the time, 27.9% frequently. It is hard to believe that banks charge interest rate higher than 40% on the revolving credit. The moral hazard explanation of trade credit proposed by Kim and Shin (2011) suggests that firms would prefer to forego the discount in order to provide the right incentives to their suppliers. Moreover, the survey data of vendors suggests that OEMs 31 are less likely to pay cash for the inputs and are less likely to be offered a trade credit contract with the early repayment discount option. It suggests that suppliers are not attempting to get early repayment that can decrease their incentives to exert effort. Overall, the cross-sectional results provide an additional evidence for the moral hazard explanation of trade credit.
Conclusion
In this paper I test the theoretical model of Kim and Shin (2011) that relates two seemingly unrelated questions: why firms use trade credit and how firms get incentives in long production chains. They argue that trade credit is used as an incentive device to make production chains feasible. To test this theory one needs to observe not only direct relationships between suppliers and customers but to construct the entire structure of the production chains. I use a novel database to identify supplier-customer relationships and develop a methodology to measure vertical and relative position for a large sample of firms. I use the measures of position to estimate two structural equations derived from the optimal contract solution proposed by the theoretical model. The results reported in this paper invite additional investigation of the relationship between trade credit and industrial structure. First, the theoretical model assumes that supply chains are perfectly vertical while the empirical analysis reveals that supply chains are highly interconnected and firms have more than one supplier or one customer. Even though the fundamental moral hazard problem still exists, it is interesting to analyze how a number of customers can affect the incentives. For example, customers may be subject to a free raider problem where each one relies that other will provide the incentives. Another implication can be regarding the redeployment value of inventory. The model assumes that if the chain is liquidated the inventory of intermediary goods is worthless because they are highly specialized for the customer. However, when there is a number of customers then supplier can sell the output to another customer. This resale opportunity decreases supplier's cost of shirking and as a result requires more incentives. The resale motif would suggest a positive relationship between the number of customers and the level of incentives.
The theoretical model can also be extended to account for competition in the product market. The cost of shirking can be higher when a customer can switch to another supplier. However, even if the firm switches to another supplier it still would need to provide incentives to the new supplier who is also subject to the moral hazard considerations. Therefore, it is not clear that switching suppliers is a credible threat, especially when the ability of the initial supplier to supply high quality goods is not questionable.
The extension of the model to account for asymmetric information about the ability of the supplier is also interesting. The intuition says that older firms should have a reputation premium because their age signals that they survived longer. However, the fact that firms at the top of the production chains are less likely to be affected by liquidation of the final good producers suggests that firm's age should be a less informative indicator of ability for firms at higher position. Extension of the model to include asymmetric information can introduce interesting empirical implications how incentives are related to the age of the firm and to a cross product of age with vertical position. Lastly, the model does not discuss the option of vertical integration. The use of profits and trade credit achieves the first best effort by firms in the supply chain and therefore vertical integration is not going to introduce any improvements. However, the model would imply that vertical integration is necessary whenever the moral hazard problems are so severe that trade credit and profits can not solve the problem or when firms can't make the initial investment in working capital. Also while the benefits of vertical integration are clear in this framework, the costs are not explicit. It can be a result of the assumption that firms are organized in a perfectly vertical supply chain. The empirical analysis conducted in this paper reveals a complex structure of the supply chains. For example, one firm may sell inputs to two customers that compete with each other. If one of the customers vertically integrates with its supplier to eliminate moral hazard concerns, then it can affect the willingness of its competitor to continue the supplier-customer relationship with the integrated firm. This type of strategic behavior can introduce costs of vertical integration. The industrial structure of production constructed in this paper can be important element in empirical analysis of this type of costs. 
Standard errors are White-corrected for heteroscedasticity and residuals are assumed to be non-independent for any two firms that are involved in supplier-customer relationship. 'NetRec' is accounts receivable minus accounts payable, EBITDA is earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization, COGS is cost of goods sold, Num. Emp. is number of employees, Position measure is calculated according to minimum or median measures of the absolute position defined in Section 4.1. This table presents estimation of equation (7) using OLS. The left hand side variable is log of net receivables (accounts receivable minus accounts payable) plus earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) to cost of goods sold (COGS) of firm i + j minus the same variable for firm i. The right hand side variable is j which is the relative position between the two firms. If firm a supplies to firm b then the relative position between them is 1. If firm a supplies to firm b and firm b supplies to firm c then the relative position between firm a and the firm c is 2. Specification (1) is for all pairs of firms that belong to the same production chain. Specification (2) eliminates possible "loop": if both A is a supplier to B and B is a supplier to A then I use this pair of firms only once where I assume that the shortest distance between the two firms is the relevant production chain and the reverse relationship is noise (I exclude pairs if the distance from A to B is the same as from B to A.) Specification (3) excludes all observations with "loops": A is a direct or indirect supplier to B, but B is not direct or indirect supplier to A. Standard errors are White-corrected for heteroskedasticity. Residuals are assumed to be non-independent between two observations that share the same firm. Specifically, when one observation is difference between firms a and b and another observation is a difference between firms a and c or b and c then these two observations share firm a or firm b and therefore are assumed to be non-independent. The dependent variable is accounts receivable to total revenues (TR). The coefficients are estimated using ordinary least squares. Each regression has a constant and industry dummies whose coefficients is not reported. Standard errors are White-corrected for heteroscedasticity and clustered at the industry level (22 clusters). All financial ratios in the regressions were winsorized at 1% and 99% levels. (6) using OLS. Each specification uses a different proxy for the absolute position of a firm in a supply chain. Standard errors are White-corrected for heteroskedasticity and clusters at the industry level. In specifications (1) and (2), the left hand side variable is log of net receivables plus EBITDA to COGS. Firms with measures of absolute position equal to 0 are excluded from the sample. In specifications (3) and (4), the left hand side variable is log of net receivables plus EBIT to COGS. In specifications (5) and (6), the left hand side variable is log of net receivables plus Net Income to COGS.
Figure 1: An Example of the Industrial Structure of Firms
The graph illustrates an example of the structure of supply chains composed of 26 firms. Firms at the bottom of the graph belong to the consumer electronics industry. Each firm appears as a node on the graph. Arrows start from the supplier and point to the customer. The vertical position of each firm is according to the minimum measure of absolute position. The horizontal position has no meaning. The definition of the measure appears in Section 4.1. The measure is used in the estimation of Eq (7) and the results of the estimation are reported in Table 4 .
